
Ferco’s EI-120 stacking door is the perfect solution for projects that require fire rated 

and fire insulated shutter doors.

• Finished in steel to form a secure door for fire rating and security.

• Does not use fabric so less wear and tear over time.

• Compact single layer sandwich panels do not require an air gap which 

drastically reduces the footprint of the door.

The door curtain is finished in steel and is made from a series of 400mm high solid 

panels spanning the width of the opening and stacked vertically on top of each other 

to cover the door opening. The panels interlock with each other along the width of the 

opening forming a secure door face. The panels are raised and lowered individually 

via a suitably sized motor linked to push button controls, to open and close the 

shutter.

2 HOUR FIRE RATED, 2 HOUR INSULATED STEEL STACKING DOOR (EI-120)

Panel composition and cladding

Both faces are finished in folded 

galvanized steel enclosing a sandwich 

of fire rated and insulating materials 

that are both non-combustible and non-

toxic. The panels are solid, in a single 

layer and require no air-gap in order to 

achieve the desire insulation rating.

Bottom Panel and Floor

The bottom panel shall be fitted with a 

reinforced profile to interface with the 

floor of the building.

Shutter box

The shutter box is installed behind a 

lintel and houses the panels when the 

shutter is open. The box is made from 

steel sections fitted between heavy 

duty endplates. The shutter box is 

covered in a folded galvanized steel 

sheet.

Side guides

The raising and lowering of the panels 

of the door are guided via steel side 

guides on either side of the door 

opening.

Motor

The motor is suitably sized with a fully 

enclosed design. The motor has a high 

starting torque, built-in gear box and a 

built-in thermal protector. The motor 

gearbox has a inbuilt centrifugal type 

speed governor that reduces the speed 

of the shutter during gravity descent. An 

‘emergency-release lever’ shall be 

provided for emergency closing 

operation, which ensures that the 

shutter can descend by gravity at a rate 

which is maintained by the in-built 

speed governor. In case of power 

failure, an endless hand chain is 

provided for manual operation from the 

ground level. Adjustable limit switches 

are used to set the upper and lower 

limit for the travel of the curtain.

Push button control

Push button control with ‘up’, ‘down’ 

and ‘stop’ buttons are housed in a 

lockable push button box.

Activation in a fire

Fire Alarm Signal: Where fire shutters 

are needed to be activated by fire alarm 

signal, a dual fusible link (electric 

solenoid releaser) is used which 

releases the brake of the motor, upon 

receipt of a 24V DC, 400mA fire alarm 

signal. A reset pull is provided to 

reapply the brake on the motor.

Power requirements

1 phase, 230V, 50Hz, 13A / 3 phase, 

415V, 50Hz, 20A power supply at 

shutter box location.

Fire alarm signal

24V DC, 400mA, normally open fire 

alarm signal at fire shutter’s shutter box 

location. Where a voltage free fire 

alarm signal is used, a fire alarm signal 

conversion panel will be provided as 

needed. See optional activation 

mechanisms.
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